TRAILER BUILDING MATERIALS/ COMPONENTS

Slip and slide
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM SAYS TILTING A TRUCK BODY SHOULD BE
ENOUGH TO EMPTY IT, BUT DEPENDING ON THE LOAD, THAT ISN’T ALWAYS
THE CASE. THAT’S WHY INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS EXPERT E-PLAS WILL ALWAYS
RECOMMEND QUICKSILVER AS THE IDEAL FLOOR LINING SOLUTION.

When speccing a tipper, choosing a

unload every inch of material when tipped,

versatile and durable material is essential

according to Lisa. “The body liner is a very

for a smooth unloading process – not only

slippery type of material that can eliminate

for the actual tray, but also for the floor

a lot of carry backs, and there is literally

lining inside. E-Plas’ QuickSilver floor liner

no stickiness whatsoever,” she says. “Our

is a popular option in that regard.

customers have said that having less carry

According to E-Plas Director, Lisa Morgan

backs enables them to increase their

Marshall, tipper operators are better off

payload and achieve more deliveries daily.”

fitting QuickSilver the moment a unit

With outlets in every state, E-Plas has

is purchased to avoid blockages and

gained renown throughout Australia as a

counteract potential damage caused by

leading force in the supply of engineered

the materials that are carted. “QuickSilver

and industrial plastics; and the team’s

is a seamless floor liner that allows for

advice in any plastic-related issue is

every cargo to dump cleanly without any

much-valued throughout the trailer

congestion and can handle any bulk load

manufacturing industry.

with ease,” she explains.

In addition to the QuickSilver product,

Made from ‘ultra-high molecular weight

E-Plas has access to an extensive range of

polyethylene’, QuickSilver can even

plastics from some of the world’s largest

outwear steel and aluminium, she adds.

and highly specialised manufacturers,

“The material weighs less than both and

including Quadrant EPP, Sustaplast KG,

is highly abrasion resistant. It’s versatile

Guarniflon and Cattaneo.

and durable enough to handle all climates

product available within the Australian

and working environments whether it’s

market. “E-Plas is very proud to be the

hot, humid, wet, dry or freezing – and it

only authorised Australian distributor

will eventually protect the integrity of the

of QuickSilver,” she says, adding that

entire application.”

Quadrant can offer a four-year non-

Lisa credits the success of the QuickSilver

prorated manufacturer warranty on the

lining to global plastics company Quadrant,

product.

which is responsible for making the

The QuickSilver is smooth enough to
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